Travel Grants

Criteria for Grants and Fund Selection:
The student applying for research/conference grant shall fit the following criteria:

1. The student must have a minimum GPA of 2.0 for UG and 3.0 for GR on a scale of 4.

2. The student must submit letter(s), of recommendation, statement of purpose and all required documents that proves his acceptance in the desired conference/Internship or competition.

3. Students are allowed to receive funding from OSE, maximum twice in their entire academic life (once as UG and once as GR), to ensure fairness.

4. Students should explain how this conference will add to them, and profess willingness to share the information/experience they will gain with other members of the AUC community.

5. Students should specify how they plan to transfer the knowledge gained to their fellow colleagues at AUC (through a presentation, lecture, training, etc).

6. Funds can be granted at a maximum of LE 10,000 (approx $ 500), and a minimum of LE 1,750, (approx $100), depending on the number of students applying for grants at a given time. This is done, to allow more students attend conferences.

7. Funds will be granted only with the approval of the OSE Grants Committee, after providing the applicant of all the necessary documents that prove his/her seriousness and willingness to share the benefit with the AUC community.

8. Students seeking funds should send a tentative budget with a breakdown of the expected expenses, and any proof of payment (offer/quotation or invoice).

9. Students seeking funds should identify other AUC offices that they have already contacted or plan to contact to solicit further funds.

10. Priority is given to students registered under OSE clubs and student organizations.